
ISSUE 12 

Is It Time to Revive Nuclear P 

YES: Michael J. Wallace, from "Nuclear Power 2010 Program," 
Testimony before the United States Senate Committee on Energy 
& Natural Resources, Hearing on the Department of Energy's 
Nuclear Power 2010 Program (April 26, 2005) 

NO: Karen Charman, from "Brave Nuclear World? Part 11," World 
Watch (JulyIAugust 2006) 

ISSUE SUMMARY 

YES: Michael J. Wallace argues that because the benefits of nuclear 
power include energy supply and price stability, air pollution control, 
and greenhouse gas reduction, new nuclear power plant construction- 
with federal support-is essential. 

NO: Karen Charman argues that nuclear power's drawbacks and 
the promise of clean, lower-cost, less dangerous alternatives greatly 
weaken the case for nuclear power. 

T h e  technology of releasing for human use the energy that holds the atom 
together got off to an inauspicious start. Its first significant application was 
military, and the deaths associated with the Hiroshima and Nagasaki explosions 
have ever since tainted the technology. It did not help that for the ensuing half 
century, millions of people grew up under the threat of nuclear Armageddon. 
But almost from the beginning, nuclear physicists and engineers wanted to 
put nuclear energy to more peaceful uses, largely in the form of power plants. 
Touted in the 1950s as an astoundingly cheap source of electricity, nuclear 
power soon proved to be more expensive than conventional sources, largely 
because safety concerns caused delays in the approval process and prompted 
elaborate built-in precautions. Many say that safety measures have worked 
well when needed-Three Mile Island, often cited as a horrific example of 
what can go wrong with nuclear power, released very little radioactive material 
to the environment. The Chernobyl disaster occurred when safety measures 
were ignored. In both cases, human error was more to blame than the tech- 
nology itself. The related issue of nuclear waste has also raised fears and 
added expense to the technology. 

- --  

It Is clear that two tar'torn-fear and expense-lmpcde the wlde adoption of 
rl~~clerrr power. If both could somehow be allevlated, It might become possible 
to gitln the beneflts of the technology. Among those benefits are that nuclear 
power does not bum 011, coal, nor any other fuel; does not emit air pollution 
and thus contribute to smog and haze; does not depend on foreign sources of 
h~el and thus weaken national independence; and does not emit carbon diox- 
Ide. The last may be the most important benefit at a time when society is con- 
cerned about global warming, and it is the one that prompted James Lovelock, 
creator of the Gaia Hypothesis and an inspiration to many environmentalists, 
to say, "If we had nuclear power we wouldn't be in this mess now, and whose 
fuult was it? I t  was [the antinuclear environmentalists']." See his autobiogra- 
phy, Homage to Gaia: The Life of an Independent Scientist (Oxford University Press, 
200 1). Stewart Brand, "Environmental Heresies," Technology Review (May 2005), 
says that he expects environmentalists to change their minds. The Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD1s) Nuclear Energy 
Agency, in "Nuclear Power and Climate Change," (Paris, France, 1998)) avail- 
uble at http.J/~~~.nea.frlhtmVndd/climatelclimate., found that a greatly expanded 
tleployment of nuclear power to combat global warming was both technically 
and economically feasible. In 2000 Robert C. Morris published The Environmen- 
tul Case for Nuclear Power: Economic, Medical, and Political Considerations (Para- 
gon House). In August 2000 USA Today Magazine published "A Nuclear Solution 
to Global Warming?" "The time seems right to reconsider the future of nuclear 
power," say James A. Lake, Ralph G. Bennett, and John F. Kotek, in "Next- 
Generation Nuclear Power," Scientific American (January 2002). See also I. Fells, 
"Clean and Secure Energy for the Twenty-First Century," Proceedings of the 
lrrstitution of Mechanical Engineers, Part A--Power & Energy (August 1, 2002). 
David Talbot, "Nuclear Powers Up," Technology Review (September 2005), notes 
that "While the waste problem remains unsolved, current trends favor a nuclear 
renaissance. Energy needs are growing. Conventional energy sources will even- 
tually dry up. The atmosphere is getting dirtier." Peter Schwartz and Spencer 
Keiss, "Nuclear Now!" Wired (February 2005), argue that nuclear power is the 
one practical answer to global warming and coming shortages of fossil fuels. 
Paul Lorenzini, "A Second Look at Nuclear Power," Issues in Science and Technology 
(Spring 2005)) says that nuclear power is essential to a sustainable future. 

In the following selections, Michael J. Wallace, executive vice president 
of a major energy company, argues that because the benefits of nuclear power 
include energy supply and price stability, air pollution control, and greenhouse 
gas reduction, new nuclear power plant construction is essential, and there is a 
clear place for federal support. Karen Charman argues that nuclear power's 
drawbacks-risk, expense, and waste-and the promise of clean, lower-cost, less 
dangerous alternatives greatly weaken the case for nuclear power. 



. . . Constellation Energy, a Fortune 200 company based in Baltimore, 
nation's leading competitive supplier of electricity to large and indu 
customers and the nation's largest wholesale power seller. Constell 

over the past two years. 

of nuclear power. 
Although I am here testifying today on behalf of Constellation, this 

mony is supported by our trade association, the Nuclear Energy Institute ( 
My statement this morning will address four major issues: 

1. The strategic value of our 103 operating nuclear power plants, 
the compelling need to build new nuclear plants to preserve 
nation's energy security, meet our environmental goals, and sus 
our economic growth. 

2. The critical importance of the Department of Energy's Nuclew 
Power 2010 program as a platform from which to launch the next 
generation of nuclear power plants in the United States. 

United States Senate Committee on Energy & Natural Resources Hearing on the Department of 
Energy's Nuclear Power 2010 Program, April 26, 2005. 
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3. The nard to ~ c o  nlzt that the Nuclear Power 2010 program does 
not uddHrr all o tho challenges ftidng companies interested in f 
bulldlng new nuclear power plants, and that additional joint invest- 
ment lnltlatlves by the federal government and the private sector 
will be necessary. 

4. The urgent need for comprehensive energy legislation that squarely 
addresses the critical need for additional investment in our electric- 
ity and energy infrastructure, including advanced nuclear and coal- 
fired generating capacity, electric and naturaI gas transmission, and 
other areas. Construction of the next nuclear power plants in the 
United States will require some form of investment stimulus, but I 
know I speak for the entire electric sector when I say that the need 
for investment stimulus extends well beyond nuclear power. This 
sector is starved for investment capital, and new federal government 
policy initiatives are necessary to reverse that trend and place our 
economy and our future on a sound foundation. 

The Strategic Value of Nuclear Power 
and the Need for New Nuclear Power Plants 
'The United States has 103 reactors operating today. Nuclear power represented 
20 percent of U.S. electricity supply 10 years ago, and it represents 20 percent 
o f  our electricity supply today, even though we have six fewer reactors than a 
decade ago and even though total U.S. electricity supply has increased by 
25 percent in the period. 

Nuclear power has maintained its market share thanks to dramatic 
improvements in reliability, safety, productivity and management of our 
nuclear plants, which today operate, on average, at 90 percent capacity factors, 
year in and year out. Improved productivity at our nuclear plants satisfied 
20 percent of the growth in electricity demand over the last decade. 

Due, in part, to excellent plant performance, we've seen steady growth in 
public support for nuclear energy. The industry has monitored public opinion 
closely since the early 1980s and two key trends are clear: First, public favorabil- 
ity to nuclear energy has never been higher; and second, the spread between 
those who support the use of nuclear energy and those opposed is widening 
steadily: 80 percent of Americans think nuclear power is important for our 
energy future and 67 percent favor the use of nuclear energy; 71 percent favor 
keeping the option to build more nuclear power plants. Six in 10 Americans 
agree that "we should definitely build more nuclear power plants in the future." 
Sixty-two percent said it would be acceptable to build new plants next to a 
nuclear power plant already operating. 

The operating nuclear plants are such valuable electric generating assets 
that virtually all companies are planning to renew the operating licenses for 
these plants, as allowed by law and Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations, 
and operate for an additional 20 years beyond their initial 40-year license 
terms. Sixty-eight U.S. reactors have now renewed their licenses, filed their 
formal applications, or indicated to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission that 
they intend to do so. The remaining 35 reactors have not yet declared because 





To support the ESP and COL demonstratlon projects currently unda 
and future projects, we anticipate that the Department of Energy will 
significantly increase funding for Nuclear Power 2010 over FY 2006 levsb 

The process of developing the first COL applications, certifyiw 
designs and completing NRC review of the first ESP and COL applicatl 
take some time. We are looking for ways to accelerate that process, 
Congress may be able to help there-by ensuring sufficient funding for 
Power 2010 and even accelerating that funding; and by providing NRC 
cient resources to ensure that the commission has adequate manpower to 
duct licensing reviews and meet aggressive but realistic schedules. 

The Nuclear Power 2010 Program Does Not 
Address All the Challenges Facing New 
Nuclear Plant Construction 
The Department of Energy's Nuclear Power 2010 program is a necessary, 
not sufficient, step toward new nuclear plant construction. We must ad 
other challenges as well. 

Our industry is not yet at the point where we can announce spec 
decisions to build. We are not yet at the point where we can take a $1.5 bill 
to $2 billion investment decision to our boards of directors. We do yet 
have fully certified designs that are competitive, for example. We do 
know the licensing process will work as intended: That is why we are workt 
systematically through the ESP and COL processes. We must identify a 
contain the risks to make sure that nothing untoward occurs after we st 
building. We cannot make a $1.542 billion investment decision and end 
spending twice that because the licensing process failed us. 

The industry believes federal investment is necessary and appr 
offset some of the risks I've mentioned. We recommend that the federa 
ment's investment include the incentives identified by the Secretary o 
Advisory Board's Nuclear Energy Task Force in its recent report. That investrne 
stimulus includes: 

1. secured loans and loan guarantees; 
2. transferable investment tax credits that can be taken as money is 

expended during construction; 
3. transferable production tax credits; 
4. accelerated depreciation. 

This portfolio of incentives is necessary because it's clear that no single 
financial incentive is appropriate for all companies, because of differences in 
company-specific business attributes or differences in the marketplace- 
namely, whether the markets they serve are open to competition or are in a 
regulated rate structure. 

The next nuclear plants might be built as unregulated merchant plants, 
or as regulated rate-base projects. The next nuclear plants could be built by 
single entities, or by consortia of companies. Business environment and project 

rlructure haw L trq-~-.... . -- 
rompanler pre-a Othen expect that com~etlo'n ldim 
a r  loan guarantee# will enable them to flnance the next nuclear plants. 

I t  is lmponant to preserve both approaches. We must malntaln as much 
flcxlbllity as possible. 

It's important to understand why federal investment stimulus and 
Investment protection is necessary and appropriate. 

Federal investment stimulus is necessary to offset the higher first-time 
costs associated with the first few nuclear plants built. 

Federal investment protection is necessary to manage and contain the 
one type of risk that we cannot manage, and that's the risk of some kind of 
regulatory failure (including court challenges) that delays construction or 
commercial operation. 

The new licensing process codified in the 1992 Energy Policy Act is concep- 
tually sound. It allows for public participation in the process at the time when 
that partidpation is most effective--before designs and sites are approved and 
construction begins. The new process is designed to remove the uncertaintic8 
Inherent in the Part 50 process that was used to license the nuclear plants opetab 
Ing today. In principle, the new licensing process is intended to reduce the risk of 
delay in construction and commercial operation and thus the risk of unantlcl. 
pated cost increases. The goal is to provide certainty before companies begllrn 
construction and place significant investment at risk. 

In practice, until the process is demonstrated, the industry and thl 
financial community cannot be assured that licensing will proceed in a did*  
plined manner, without unfounded intervention and delay. Only the suc~#l#m 
ful licensing and commissioning of several new nuclear plants (su& U 
proposed by the NuStart and Dominion-led consortia) can demonstrata 
the licensing issues discussed above have been adequately resolved. IndtElw 
and investor concern over these potential regulatory impediments 
require techniques like the standby default coverage and standby lrxi 
coverage contained in S. 887, introduced by Senators Hagel, Craig and a 

Let me also be clear on two other important issues: 
3 dl-' 

' t  *fd' 

1. The industry is not seeking a totally risk-free business envir 
It is seeking government assistance in containing those ris 
beyond the private sector's control. The goal is to ensu 
level of risk associated with the next nuclear plants built 
generally approaches what the electric industry would con 
ma1 commercial risks. The industry is fully prepared to ac 
struction management risks and operational risks that are 
within the private sector's control. 

2. The industry's financing challenges apply largely to the 
plants in any series of new nuclear reactors. As capital cost3 
to the "nth-of-a-kind" range, as investors gain confidence 
licensing process operates as intended and does not reErm0)lb. 
source of unpredictable risk, follow-on plants can be flnam@d8 
conventionally, without the support necessary for the 
projects. What is needed [is] limited federal investment in a 1 
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MarNes wrote that authorltles In the former Soviet union class~ emergrrry prepar@dnnm." Safety la aatured, NEI SWs, b' the SfiaegY of 
information related to the accident while denvw that lllnesser among ,-le lldcfens in daprh,~ which on a cornblmtion of multtple, redundant, 
workers resulted from their radiation exposure. Independent researchers ldeptndendy operating safety Systems; physical barriers such as the 
had difficulty locating significant numbers of evacuees and t nactor vessel and the typically three- to four-foot steel-ieinforced concrete 
on the cleanupl and they have had to piece together containment dome that would stop radiation from escaping; ongoing Preven- 
views with medical providers, citizens, officials in the contami tlve and corrective maintenance; ongoing training of technical staff; and 
involved, and those cleanup workers they could find. extensive government oversight. A key argument for nuclear Power these 

In September 2005, a report on the health impacts of the claim that nuclear reactors are safe and reliable- 
UN Chernob~l Forum (seven UN agencies plus the World The U.S. nuclear fleet has substantially increased its "capacity factor" 
from Belarus, Ukraine, and Russia) said only 50 deaths could be at (for a given period, the output of a generating unit as a percenhge of 
m m o b ~ l  and ultimately 4,000 will die as a result of the accident. The possible output if run at full power) since 1980. However, Mvid Lochbum, 

report acknowledges that nine children died from director of the Nuclear Safety Project at the Union of mfKe*ed Scientists 
that 4,000 children contracted the disease, but p (UCS), points out that since the Three Mile Island accident in central Pe-yll 
It denies any link with fertility problems and s vania in 1979, 45 reacton (out of 104 operating U.S. units) have been shut 
health problem are due to poverty, lifestyle (e down longer than one year to restore safety margins. A nuclear engineer by 
emotional problem, especially among evacuees. Marples training, ~ o c h b u m  left Ute industry after 17 ye= when he and a co-worker 
assessment of the Chernobyl Forum is "a reassuring message." were unable to get their employer or the Nuclear RegulaoT 

The reality on the ground offers a different pidu (NRO to address safety issues at the S~squehama plant in no*eastem PeM- 
700,000 in Belarus less than 80 kilometers from the destroyed reador an sylvania. (The problem at that plant and others across the country tor- 
of the most severely contaminated areas, the documentary fib chemobyl rected after they testified before (bngtess.) For the 1 s t  10 years Lochhum 

the incidence of thyroid cancer is 10,000 times higher than befo has been at UCS monitoring w safety of the  tio on's nuclear power plants 
i~cident and by 1990 had increased 30-fold and raising concerns with the NRC. He does not share the hdustr) '~ confi- 
most of the radioactive fallout. Chemobyl.info dence in the safety of the current fleet. 
defects in Cbmel have jumped 250 percent since the ac Nuclear power pIants are incredibly complex that perform a rela- 
ta l i t~  is 300 Percent higher than in the rest of Europe. A doctor intervi tively simple task heating water to create steam s p h  a turbine and ener- 
Chmob~z Heart says just 15 to 20 percent of the babies born at the ates e1-w. Lochbaum explains that nuclear plant safety problem tend to 
Maternity Hospital are healthy. Chemobyl Children's follow a bathtub curve; the greatest number come at the of a teactois 
wive director Adi Roche says it's impossible to prove life, then after a few yean when the phW Is "broken in" and staff are familiar 
problems: "All we can say is the defeas are increasing, with i~ specific needs, problems drop and level off until the plant b- to W. 
the genetic damage is increasing." Referring to a facility for abandoned 
dren, she adds, "places like this didn't exist before Chornobyl, so it speaks 

~ o s t  of the current u.S. fleet is either in or emring its twilight Yeant and 
since late 1990s the NRC has allowed reactors to inCTeaSe aRlount of elec- 

itself-" Mar~les, who has made numerous trips to the Chomobyl region over 
past 20 years, rePo* the health crisis in Belarus today is so serious that there &. m t y  generate by up to 20 percent, exceeds what the PlanB were 

open discussions of a "demographic doo&ay." designed to handle, Such " p ~ r  up~abs" push p e  volumes of ca,w 
through the plant, causing more wear and tear on pipes and other equipment. 

The long-lived nature of the radionuclides and the fact that they am 
The has a0 pamed myear license extensions to 39 ~ a a r s ,  and most 

migrating through the contaminated regions1 ecosystems into the groundwa- of the rest are expeaed to apply before their initial 4 o - P  licenses At the 
ter and food chain further complicate the task of predicting the full time, mhbaum says, the NRC is cutting back on the amount and fie- 
the disaster- But as the global Campaign to build new reactors gains quency of rafety hem and inspections. Tests that were carried Out q-1~ are 
it bean asking whether a Chornobyl could happen elmhere. now performed -uauy, 4 once-annual tests are now done when reactors are 

shut down for refueling, about two Years- 
It Can't Happen Here The NRC maintains that it is providing adequate oversight to keep the 

safe and prevent reapus reactor accidents. Gary HolahW an offidal in 
wants any more Chornobyls. The question is, can that outcome be the NRGS Oface of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, q l a i m  that extended power 
without phasing out nuclear power altogether? The Nuclear Energy uprates, r & s  the power output of a reactor between 7 and 20 percent! 

Institute (NEI), the trade association and Iobbying arm of the American nuclear require modifications to the plant that i n ~ l v e  upgrading or repladng 
power says a Chornobyl-type accident is highly unlikely in the merit l&e high pressure turbines, pumps, motors, main generators, and 
United States because of "key differences in U.S. reador design, regulation, and transformers. Before a power uprate is granted, he says, the NRC must make a 












